Summer Assignment-2019-20
Class- IV
Sub. : English : Literature
*
Learn and write word meaning and Q/A of chapter 1, 2, 3.
Grammar:
*
Complete lesson 20, 22, 23 & 28 in book.
Workbook & Main-course Book
*
Complete lesson-4 and 5 in work book.
*
Write “The sun” poem with diagram on chart paper.
Sub. : Hindi

fyax cnysa %
*
v/;kid] ckyd] gkFkh] ?kaVk] uj
*
foykse “kCn fy[ksa %& ohj ] lrdZ] iqjLdkj ] lEekfur ] le>nkjh
*
nks&nks i;kZ;okph “kCn fy[ksa %& vk¡[k ] /kjrh ] ikuh ] unh ] “kjhj
*
ikB 3 Á”u 1 & d] [k] x] ?k] ³ mŸkj fy[ksaA
*
Project work ikB&4 dfork fy[kdj fp= cuk,¡ ¼pkVZ isij½
*
,d ist fgUnh jkÃfVax fy[ksa ¼ÁR;sd fnu½
Sub. : Maths

*
Main Maths (Good Luck) : Ex-2 (a)
*
Mental Maths : Page No. 13 to 21
*
Write Roman Numerals from 1 to 100 on chart paper.
Sub. : Science
*
All the assignments should be done in 5 Rs. Classmate Copy.
1.
Learn and write tick the correct options of chapter-1, 2 and 3.
2.
Learn and write True or False of chapter-1 , 2 and 3.
3.
Learn and write Match the following chapter-1, 2 and 3.
4.
Learn and write the following Question/Answers:
Chapt.-1 - E-4 and F-1
Chapt.-2-D2
Chapt.-3-D4
5.
Make a first aid box (Project work).
Sub. : S.ST.
1.
Learn and write tick the correct option of chap-1, 2, 3.
2.
Learn and write find the following: Pg. No.-8, Ex-D of Chapt.-1.
3.
Define the following terms:
a. Glacier
b. A tributary
c. Valley
4.
Answer the following questions:
a. Name the Physical features of India.
b. Name the three parallel ranges of the Himalayas.
c. What is a delta? Name the largest delta in the world. Where is it located?
5.
Mark and colour the Physical features of India. (Pg.-3) . Buy one outline map of Political India.
Note: Do home work Assignment in Rs.10 classmate copy
Sub. : COMPUTER
1.
Learn Q/A of less. : 1 & 2 with spelling and write in C.W copy.
2.
Make project works of less. : 1 & 2 in practical note book.

